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L Learners Drivers Licence

A The holder must drive only a vehicle fitted with an automatic transmission 

A1 The licence holder must not drive a motorcycle unless it is fitted with an automatic transmission 

A2 The licence holder must not drive a heavy vehicle unless it is fitted with an automatic transmission.

B Synchromesh gearbox           (On a truck licence towing a semi-trailer)

E
The holder is restricted to riding a LAMS approved motorcycle with an engine capacity under 660cc 
and under 150kW. Issued to a Learner driver.

E
The holder is restricted to riding a LAMS approved motorcycle with an engine capacity under 660cc 
and under 150kW. Issued to a Provisional Driver. Validator to confirm Provisional status.

I Interlock device

M Medical Condition

P Provision Drivers Licence

RD Returning Driver Certificate. Carry when learning to drive

RE
The holder is restricted to riding a LAMS approved motorcycle with an engine capacity under 660cc 
and under 150kW. Issued to a Learner driver.

RE
The holder is restricted to riding a LAMS approved motorcycle with an engine capacity under 660cc 
and under 150kW. Issued to a Provisional Driver. Validator to confirm Provisional status.

S Corrective Lenses (Glasses)

V
Only drive motor vehicle that has been adapted or fitted with driver aids in order to obey a written 
notice.  You must have this notice with you while driving.

V The driver has prosthetic limb

X Operating a passenger vehicle for ride share 
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X Special Conditions - refer to authorities 

X No public passenger/dangerous goods/driving instructor

X Can not drive a vehicle for financial gain or with paying passengers.

X076 May only drive between certain periods of the day (eg sunrise and sunset)

X1

QLD - You may only drive while carrying an order under section 87 or 88 of the Transport Operations. You 
must follow the conditions in the order. This is a restrictive licence ordered by the court class of vehicle 
driven, purpose for which a vehicle may be driven and the times the vehicle can be driven.

X3
You may drive while carrying a special hardship order and any special hardship variation order. You 
must ovey any conditions in the order

X4

You may only drive while carrying an order under section 79E of the Transport Operations and any 
section 79E variation order. You must follow the conditions in the order. Restricted to conditions 
stated by the court.

X411 May only drive within a certain radius from home address 

Y Court restriction/order 

Z
The Holder must not have a blood alcohol concentration that equals or does not exceeds 0.02 
percent. Issued to a Provisional Driver. Validator to confirm Provisional status.

Z
The holder must have a zero blood alcohol concentration. Issued to a Provisional/Open Driver 
under the age of 25 (NT) Validator to confirm Provisional / age status. 

Z
Miscellanous (further information will be printed on the reverse side of your photo licence card) 
Validator to confirm 

Z The driver has a prosthetic limb
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